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hysical inactivity and overeating leading to obesity and diabetes are both linked to increased risk
of age-related chronic diseases. By contrast, caloric restriction and physical activity promote
health. However, the cellular mechanisms that link the
metabolic state to long-term health outcomes have remained
unclear. Damage to mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which
accumulates with aging in diseased human tissues and
with diabetes complications, has been shown in animal
models to recapitulate several features of aging. Importantly, mitochondrial morphology, function, and the integrity of mtDNA directly respond to the metabolic state.
The oversupply of cells with excess lipids and glucose (i.e.,
hyperglycemia) fragments mitochondria, increases mitochondrial reactive oxygen species production, and promotes the accumulation of mtDNA damage. In turn, the
limited supply of energy substrates promotes fusion and
elongation of mitochondria and limits accumulation of
mtDNA damage. Here we propose a model in which mitochondrial dynamics (fusion/ﬁssion) integrate systemic
metabolic information and control the stability of the mitochondrial genome, thus helping to mediate the effects of
physical activity, inactivity, and calorie intake on health
outcomes.
It is well established both epidemiologically and clinically that physical inactivity and behaviors leading to
weight gain are associated with elevated risk of most agerelated diseases as well as mortality (1). However, the
underlying mechanisms mediating these effects are not
fully explained. Conversely, the health promoting and lifeextending effects of caloric restriction and physical activity
are well described (2,3). Nonetheless, the exact mechanisms underlying the health beneﬁts of these interventions,
including the reduced risk of most age-related metabolic
diseases and diabetes complications, have not been fully
elucidated. Here we present a common mechanism that
may account for the combined long-term effects of physical
activity/inactivity and diet on health outcomes and aging.
Improved understanding of the acute cellular events initiated by ﬂuctuations in the metabolic state may facilitate
development of targeted therapies and could be leveraged
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to nurture behavior change, thereby providing new opportunities to promote metabolic health.
Mitochondria are cellular organelles that transform energetic substrates (e.g., lipids and glucose) and oxygen
into energy. These organelles retain several remnant
characteristics of their past lives as aerobic bacteria, including a double membrane, circular DNA molecules, and
the ability to interact with each other (4). Constant mitochondrion-mitochondrion interactions take place through
dynamic processes of membrane fusion and ﬁssion. These
interactions alter mitochondrial morphology and simultaneously modulate the organelles’ function (5). Importantly,
mitochondrial morphology and function undergo signiﬁcant transitions in response to changes in the cellular
metabolic state, which are deﬁned here as the balance
between the supply of energetic substrates and cellular
energy demand. In turn, mitochondrial fusion and ﬁssion
control the integrity of mtDNA whereby normal mitochondrial fusion promotes stability of the mitochondrial
genome and excessive mitochondrial ﬁssion leads to
preferential accumulation of mutated mtDNA (6,7).
Increased amounts of mutated mtDNA in postmitotic
tissues are a feature of aging and of age-related neurodegenerative diseases (8). Because the mitochondrial genome encodes essential elements of the electron transport
chain that fuels ATP synthesis, damage to mtDNA causes
severe bioenergetic failure. Evidence from mouse models
of mtDNA diseases caused by a mutated proofreading
domain in the gene encoding the mitochondrial polymerase g (PolG) has demonstrated that high levels of
mutated mtDNA generate signs consistent with premature
aging. This is observed across organ systems and reduces
life span in mice by up to 50% (9,10). The clonal expansion
of mutated mtDNA copies toward high heteroplasmy levels
leads to respiratory chain deﬁciency and impacts mitochondrial function. This causes cell loss via apoptosis and
reduction of whole-body exercise tolerance (8), both features of normal aging. Thus, along with other putative
mechanisms such as cellular quality control processes
(autophagy/mitophagy) (11,12), telomere dynamics (13), and
antioxidant/anti-inﬂammatory mechanisms (14), chronic
metabolic imbalances causing prolonged alterations in
mitochondrial morphology could inﬂuence both mitochondrial function and the integrity of the mitochondrial
genome. In turn, these alterations may modify disease susceptibility and long-term health outcomes.

METABOLIC OVERSUPPLY, CHRONIC DISEASE, AND
MORTALITY

Weight gain and obesity are among the most potent biological risk factors for development of age-related chronic
diseases such as diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular and
neurodegenerative diseases. Relative to normal BMI, obesity and its associated metabolic state incur an average
diabetes.diabetesjournals.org
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5- to 20-year reduction in life span (1,15) (Fig. 1). The
health consequences of physical inactivity are remarkably
similar (and perhaps more detrimental to health) than
those associated with overeating. Sedentary individuals
are at greater risk of cardiovascular disease and mortality
than individuals with physically active lifestyles (16), making obesity and inactivity two strong and often independent
predictors of morbidity and mortality (1). But what are the
underlying physiological mechanisms causing these effects
on human health?
A physiological state common to both weight gain and
physical inactivity is the overabundance, relative to tissue
demand, of energetic substrates such as lipids and glucose.
The corollary physiological state is a chronic overabundance of energetic substrates in the systemic circulation
(17). In these settings, tissues are exposed to excessive
supply of energetic substrates relative to their metabolic
needs. This “metabolic oversupply” is a systemic and potentially cytotoxic state that damages mitochondria (18).
A recent meta-analysis showed that fasting plasma glucose levels above 6 mmol/L (or .93 mg/dL) are associated
in a dose-response manner with increased risk of developing age-related diseases including cardiovascular disease, cancer, and all-cause mortality (19). This risk is
magniﬁed in diabetes, where glycemia is elevated in both
the fasting and postprandial states. In turn, diabetes
is associated with greater health risk than the general

population for several age-related diseases, and it
reduces life span as a result of this association (19,20).
Postprandial hyperglycemia is a major—if not the
strongest—determinant of diabetes complications (21).
Likewise, excessive parenteral nutrition in the critically
ill is associated with delayed recovery and more complications (22), whereas adequate glycemic control with
intensive insulin therapy prevents mitochondrial damage (23) and reduces morbidity (24).
A primary consequence of metabolic oversupply is oxidative damage to molecules including mtDNA. As a result,
ongoing accumulation of mutated mtDNA in tissues (brain,
skeletal muscle, intestine), which is a hallmark of aging,
occurs at increased levels in patients with diabetic hyperglycemia (25–27). Experimentally induced diabetes
(28) or the natural predisposition to hyperglycemia and
hyperlipidemia in animal models (29) results in increased
accumulation of mtDNA mutations, demonstrating that
chronic metabolic oversupply is damaging to mtDNA. In
turn, mtDNA defects may accelerate telomere shortening.
Telomeres are repetitive DNA sequences and associated
proteins located at the end of chromosomes that generally
get shorter with time (30) and are another hallmark of cellular aging and senescence (31). Interestingly, telomeres
erode prematurely in the tissues of obese individuals (32)
and those with diabetes (33), and telomere shortening
is inversely correlated with the number of diabetes

FIG. 1. Effect of physical activity/inactivity and calorie intake on health outcomes. Chronic physical inactivity and overeating create a state of
metabolic oversupply that predispose to age-related chronic diseases and reduce life span. In contrast, physical activity/exercise and limited
calorie intake create a state of metabolic undersupply that improve health and resilience of most organ systems, and can hereby promote longevity.
diabetes.diabetesjournals.org
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complications (34). This indicates that metabolic oversupply may promote cellular senescence, possibly through a
mitochondria-telomere signaling axis (35). Overall, there is
evidence suggesting a link between metabolic oversupply
and mitochondrial genome insult. In this model, exposure
to chronic hyperglycemia accelerates the accumulation of
mutated mtDNA and cellular senescence, possibly as a result of excessive mitochondrial fragmentation (see discussion below).
In contrast, physical activity increases substrate utilization by active muscles, reduces circulating levels of lipids
(36), and can even prevent the onset and modify the
course of diabetes complications, ultimately reducing
mortality risk (37). Dietary restriction alone can also reverse hyperglycemia and restore hepatic function (38).
Nonetheless, physical activity/inactivity and the resulting
ﬁtness levels appear to be more strongly associated with
health outcomes than calorie intake and/or BMI (39). This
notion may be attributable to the fact that energy expenditure by working muscles can increase up to 100-fold
during maximal strenuous activity (40), whereas calorie
intake alone generally inﬂuences circulating substrate
levels by no more than two- to ﬁvefold. As a result, the
deleterious biological impact that results from overeating
or high-calorie diets can be prevented through increased
physical activity and weight loss, indicating that the systemic balance (supply vs. demand) of energy substrates is
a key mediating factor of the health-damaging effects of
metabolic oversupply.
METABOLIC UNDERSUPPLY AND HEALTH PROMOTION

A long-standing conundrum in the biological and clinical
sciences involves the mechanisms by which caloric restriction extends life span and health span (disease-free
years). Reducing caloric intake by 20–40% in a variety of
living organisms in the laboratory setting consistently
increases median and maximal life span (41). More importantly for this discussion, in both animals and humans,
caloric restriction reduces risk of age-related diseases including diabetes, cancer, cardiovascular, as well as neurodegenerative diseases and immune deﬁciencies (42,43).
In animal models, lifelong calorie restriction compared
with ad libidum feeding reduces oxidative damage to
mtDNA (44), delays disease onset, and reduces mortality
(45). Several downstream mechanisms have been proposed to explain the effects of caloric restriction on health
and life span (41) but it is clear that caloric restriction acts
through a primary reduction in the systemic availability of
energetic substrates to somatic tissues (46). This occurs at
least in part by increasing insulin sensitivity in peripheral
tissues, an action that potentiates glucose removal from
the systemic circulation (47). The resultant physiological
state is one in which systemic supply of substrates is lower
than the metabolic demand, a state termed “metabolic
undersupply.”
Physical activity has similar health-promoting effects as
caloric restriction (3,48). Weight loss in obese individuals—
a process involving a shift toward metabolic undersupply—
reduces the risk of type 2 diabetes; coronary heart disease;
dementia; cancer of the colon, prostate, breast, and uterus;
and it also reduces mortality risk (49,50). Physically active
or exercise-trained individuals also have longer telomeres
than their sedentary counterparts (51,52) suggesting that
physical activity may mitigate telomere shortening in
response to stress (53). Increased energy expenditure
674
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associated with physical activity promotes metabolic undersupply both locally and systemically (36,54), thereby
lowering the metabolic status in the direction of undersupply. Thus, metabolic oversupply—such as occurs in
diabetes—promotes ill health, whereas metabolic undersupply promotes good health. A candidate cellular mechanism that could simultaneously explain the health effects
of metabolic oversupply and undersupply must 1) be inherently responsive to ﬂuctuations in the metabolic state
(both oversupply and undersupply) and 2) be capable of
protecting and predisposing to chronic aging-related
diseases. Mitochondrial dynamics, via their effects on
mtDNA integrity and in concert with other possible
mechanisms including autophagy (12), fulﬁll both of these
roles. Changes in mitochondrial dynamics in response to
the metabolic state constitute an integrative concept that
may help both clinicians and patients to appreciate the
immediate beneﬁts of preserving an adequate metabolic
balance.
METABOLIC STATUS, MITOCHONDRIAL DYNAMICS, AND
mtDNA

The metabolic state has a direct impact on mitochondrial
dynamics of fusion/ﬁssion and impacts the integrity of
mtDNA. In vitro, metabolic oversupply causes fragmentation (ﬁssion) of the mitochondrial network (55–60) (Fig.
2). In tissues and cells from diabetic humans and in animals with hyperglycemia, mitochondria morphology, gene
expression, and ﬁssion/fusion protein abundance proﬁles
are consistent with enhanced mitochondrial ﬁssion (61,62).
Expression and protein abundance of the mitochondrial
ﬁssion proteins 1 (Fis1) and dynamin-related protein 1
(Drp1) increase with hyperglycemia (55,63), whereas hyperglycemia reduces both the expression and abundance
of the fusion proteins mitofusin 2 (Mfn2) and optic atrophy
1 (OPA1) in cells and tissues (61,63,64). As a result, metabolic oversupply induces molecular damage resulting from
mitochondrial fragmentation, including oxidative stress
and mtDNA damage (26,65,66). On the other hand, metabolic undersupply causes mitochondrial fusion and elongation (67–69). Exercise training and interventions that
directly increase energy expenditure upregulate Mfn1 and
Mfn2 (61,70–72) and can prevent accumulation of mtDNA
mutations in genetically susceptible PolG mice, thus counteracting their accelerated aging phenotype (73). These
ﬁndings suggest that tilting the energy balance toward
metabolic undersupply (during and/or after exercise) prevents accumulation of mtDNA damage and may preserve
optimal mitochondrial function.
Competent fusion of mitochondria is vital to prevent
excessive accumulation of abnormal mtDNA and subsequent bioenergetic failure (6,74). Ablation of fusion
proteins in both mouse models and in humans with pathogenic mutations in genes encoding Mfn2 and OPA1 leads
to accumulation of mutated mtDNA, severe respiratory
chain deﬁciency, and multisystemic disease (6,75). Although the underlying mechanisms remain to be identiﬁed,
smaller population size of mtDNA (in smaller organelles)
(76), increased reactive oxygen species production (57),
absent functional complementation of mtDNA transcriptional products (74), and impaired mitochondrial quality
control caused by unbalanced mitochondrial fragmentation (12) may help explain the deleterious effects of excessive ﬁssion. This suggests that chronic exposure to high
levels of energetic substrates—oversupply—compromises
diabetes.diabetesjournals.org
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FIG. 2. Impact of metabolic oversupply and undersupply on mitochondrial morphology and function. Mitochondria regulate several key aspects of
cellular function. Metabolic oversupply induces mitochondrial ﬁssion and fragmentation, transitioning from normal to fragmented morphology.
Chronically fragmented mitochondria more rapidly accumulate mutated mtDNA, become respiratory chain deﬁcient (blue mitochondria), produce
more reactive oxygen species (ROS), and are sensitized to apoptotic signaling. In contrast, metabolic undersupply induces mitochondrial fusion
and promotes the formation of a fused/reticular mitochondrial network. Fused mitochondria accumulate fewer mutated mtDNA, can functionally
complement mtDNA defects, emit less ROS and are less susceptible to proapoptotic signaling, and possibly exhibit greater bioenergetic efﬁciency.

bioenergetic function via chronic mitochondrial fragmentation. In turn, this could accelerate accumulation of mtDNA
damage, thus promoting age-related functional decline
across a variety of tissues. Conversely, phases of scarcity
of energetic substrate—undersupply—could preserve mitochondrial bioenergetics in part by favoring mitochondrial fusion that preserves the integrity of the mitochondrial
genome (Fig. 3).
TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS

In keeping with the concept of metabolic balance, the
importance of normal periodic ﬂuctuations of the metabolic state from settings of moderate oversupply (meals,
physical rest, satiety) to those characterized by undersupply (fasted periods between meals, physical activity
and exercise, hunger) should be emphasized. For example,
the beneﬁts of lifelong calorie restriction may principally
arise from preventing prolonged episodes of metabolic
oversupply, rather than placing the organism in a constant
state of undersupply. Although mitochondrial fusion
appears to establish a favorable state of cellular coherence
that limits expansion of mtDNA abnormalities, periodic
ﬁssion events are essential to the mitochondrial quality
control process (12,77). This provides a potential molecular basis for the health beneﬁts of maintaining healthy
daily variations in energy supply to most tissues.
It must also be acknowledged that whether mtDNA
mutations are caused by or are only associated with normal
human aging remains a contentious issue (78). An explicit
assumption of the model presented in this report is that
diabetes.diabetesjournals.org

accumulation of mutant mtDNA causes cellular dysfunctions that precipitate age-related functional decline. As
noted above, this notion is supported by the fact that 1)
mtDNA mutations normally accumulate within aging human tissues, 2) inherited and acquired mtDNA defects
result in multisystemic pathological defects, and 3) accumulation of mtDNA mutations in the PolG mouse model
causes progeroid phenotypes. Nevertheless, other putative
causes of aging that may also be affected by the metabolic
state (and by mitochondrial dysfunction) include telomere
shortening, accumulation of intracellular macromolecular
damage, and possibly epigenetic drift (79,80).
Another relevant consideration to our model relates
to the existence of insulin resistance. In diabetes, the
downregulation of GLUT4-mediated glucose import in
insulin-sensitive tissues could conceivably limit energetic
substrate (glucose) ﬂux into cells, thereby acting as a
protective mechanism against mitochondrial overload (81).
Nonetheless, hyperglycemia or hyperlipidemia still expose cells to damaging intracellular levels of substrates
within tissues harboring noninsulin-dependent glucose
transport mechanisms (GLUT1 and GLUT3). Tissues expressing these constitutive glucose transporters include
endothelial cells, the blood-brain barrier, immune cells,
kidneys, and colon (82). As a consequence, these tissues
are vulnerable to glucotoxicity and thus are frequently
implicated in diabetes complications (microvascular damage, strokes, impaired wound healing, nephropathies).
Therefore, although insulin resistance may confer relative protection against metabolic oversupply in insulindependent tissues, the majority of other tissues are not
DIABETES, VOL. 62, MARCH 2013
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FIG. 3. Model linking ﬂuctuations in the metabolic state, mitochondrial morphology, integrity of mtDNA and long-term health outcomes. Normal
modest ﬂuctuations in the metabolic state between periods of relative oversupply and undersupply contribute to mitochondrial health. Chronic
episodes of metabolic oversupply may fragment the mitochondrial network and as a result compromise mtDNA and mitochondrial function, thus
predisposing to age-related diseases and premature functional decline. On the other hand, conditions that favor metabolic undersupply induce
mitochondrial fusion and as a result preserve mtDNA integrity and optimal function, which may promote optimal physiological adaptation and
healthy aging. Red vs. green shadings represent damaging and protective metabolic states, respectively.

protected from the deleterious effects of metabolic oversupply
on mitochondria. Diabetes—even after insulin resistance
develops—is thus a bona ﬁde source chronic metabolic
oversupply.
Although there are several studies showing the in vitro
effects of metabolic over- and undersupply on cells and tissues, we need to pursue comprehensive studies of tissues
in both animal models and humans that have undergone
changes in either diet or exercise regimen. In these studies, it will be crucial to determine if the mitochondrial
morphology changes occur across different tissues, how
sensitive these changes are to long-term changes in behavior, and most importantly, if the changes can be prospectively and causally linked to impaired mitochondrial
function and mtDNA mutations. Also, the degree to which
mitochondrial dysfunction contributes to cellular senescence under different metabolic conditions, as well as
the underlying pathways associated with this dysfunction,
need to be further established. Assuming these studies
prove the hypothesis, understanding the cell signaling or
epigenetic pathways causing these changes may lead to
new approaches to the management of patients with
metabolic oversupply and/or physical inactivity.
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SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

Chronological aging and its associated physiological vulnerability to disease are undoubtedly inﬂuenced by the
metabolic state with diabetes being an exemplar of this
relationship. Metabolic oversupply and undersupply are
determined by the interactive forces of energy expenditure
through physical activity and caloric intake through diet
and possibly by hormonal mediators of stress (83,84),
thereby offering several potential windows of opportunity
to intervene clinically and behaviorally. The innate sensitivity of mitochondria to energetic substrate levels and
their recently discovered ability to dynamically undergo
function-deﬁning morphology transitions that inﬂuence the
integrity of the mitochondrial genome constitutes a novel
potential mechanism to explain long-term modulations of
health and disease.
The typical 21st century sedentary lifestyle favors
chronic metabolic oversupply (18), a physiological state
that promotes mitochondrial ﬁssion and fragmentation.
This can alter mtDNA and compromise cellular function.
In contrast, caloric restriction and exercise induce a state
of metabolic undersupply that triggers mitochondrial fusion. This establishes a life-sustaining intracellular state
diabetes.diabetesjournals.org
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that promotes cell survival and maintains the integrity of
mtDNA. A healthy balance of both sides of mitochondrial
dynamics (fusion and ﬁssion) promotes healthy cellular
adaptation (77). Mitochondrial dynamics are therefore
emerging as a potential new link mediating the impact of
calorie intake and physical activity/inactivity on health.
More research is needed to test this hypothesis, but if
proven it would open new therapeutic avenues to prevent
complications of hyperglycemia and provide a model (Fig.
3) for patient education aimed at lifestyle changes. The
dynamic changes in mitochondrial morphology in response to metabolic oversupply and undersupply have the
potential to link behavior, physiology, mitochondrial biology, and genetics in health and disease.
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